
shigeru sugiura and his mohicans
ryan holmberg

The original Japanese title of the comic you 
hold in your hands was actually not The Last 
of the Mohicans. It was Shigeru Sugiura’s
The Last of the Mohicans, and justifiably so.
 Begun in 1973 and originally published in 
late 1974, it is a remake of a work from 1953, 
and so not exactly itself an “adaptation” of 
James Fenimore Cooper’s novel.
 In fact, while Sugiura was drawing the 
present work, The Last of the Mohicans 
of 1826 was probably only vaguely and 
occasionally on his mind. The original manga 
was as unfaithful to the novel as the present 
version is, and there are no indications that he 
consulted Cooper’s text during the remake.
 What he did pay close attention to, on 
the other hand, were American comic books. 
Sugiura had used them for both story and 
image ideas in the original version of his 
Mohicans, as he had for many works both 
during the Occupation (1945– 52) and after 
in the mid and late ’50s. If Cooper’s novel 
provided the basic story and characters, 
guidelines for how to visualize them— and the 
directions in which to digress — came instead 
from titles like Fred Ray’s Tomahawk and 
Alex Toth’s Johnny Thunder, and to a lesser 
extent from Jesse Marsh’s Tarzan. Not only did 
Sugiura revisit these sources in the ’70s; he 
made them even more strongly a part of his 
Mohicans than they had been the first time 
around— as if to say that it was the encounter 
with American comics, rather than reading 
Cooper per se, that had defined for him the 
making of Mohicans back in 1953.
 For such a smooth read, the art history 
of Sugiura’s Mohicans is thus quite knotty. 
It reads perfectly fine without explication. 
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But to see that it is more than just a deftly 
rendered spoof of an American literary classic, 
let’s make a feature-length mess of the 
manga by peeling back its many layers.

i. the comeback trail

Sugiura had passed into something like 
semiretirement at the end of 1958. Born in 
1908 and active as a cartoonist since the 
early ’30s, he had just rounded the age of 
fifty and was coming down from a decade of 
dizzyingly voluminous production. In some 
years his output approached five hundred 
pages, completed with only occasional help 
from assistants. He worked primarily for 
Sh-ueisha, which later made its mark as the 
publisher of the world’s best-selling Shōnen 
Jump (1968–present), but already was highly 
successful with comics in the ’50s. Sugiura’s 
books, with print runs in the many tens of 
thousands, and in one case crossing into 
six digits, were amongst the publisher’s —
and the industry’s— top sellers. The original 
edition of The Last of the Mohicans was 
amongst them, selling some 70,000 copies 
over multiple printings.1 Meanwhile, Sugiura’s 
magazine serials and insert furoku pamphlets, 
ranging in subject from comical ninja and 
space adventures to Godzilla and pro-wrestling 
spoofs, helped propel Shūeisha’s monthly 
Omoshiro Book toward the forefront of 
children’s magazine publishing.
 Flush with money, in 1955 Sugiura 
bought a spacious chunk of property near 
Inokashira Park in western Tokyo, after 
living with his wife and children for years in 
a small house in Koiwa, on the other side of 
the city. But as his star rose, so it began to 
take a physical toll. After completing work 
on the eight volumes of the Shigeru Sugiura 
Collected Manga Masterworks (Sugiura 
Shigeru kessaku manga zenshū) for Shūeisha 
in 1958, reprising some of his top hits of the 
previous years, the artist took to bed. When 
he arose a half year later, the once prolific 
Sugiura committed to just a single monthly 
serial. In 1960, his output slowed to a trickle 
of indifferent one-shots for magazines and 

rental kashihon anthologies. Artists were 
breaking their backs to stay apace with the 
new format of the weekly. Meanwhile, says his 
son, Sugiura spent much of his time reading 
quietly at home, with frequent outings to 
the movies.
 If Osamu Tezuka is known for his 
storytelling, Sugiura was beloved for his sense 
of humor. Not that the former didn’t tell jokes, 
but they were isolated and subordinate to the 
major engines of his art: plot, characterization, 
and dynamic action. When one thinks of 
postwar manga, it is Tezuka’s model that 
typically comes to mind first, highly influential 
as it was, by the mid-1950s having largely 
reshaped comics not only in boys’ magazines, 
but also in girls’ magazines, thrillers and 
romantic melodramas in the rental kashihon 
market, and “good” books from conscientious 
mainstream publishers. Sugiura did not 
have a comparable impact. He did, however, 
provide an alternative to the dominant Tezuka 
mode, via an aesthetic of pervasive silliness 
that went from verbal jokes and slapstick to 
funny faces, absurd character names, strange 
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juxtapositions of drawing style, and rubbery 
line work. As opposed to Tezuka’s captivating 
forward momentum, in Sugiura’s artwork “ the 
panel is a tableau,” claims critic Yoshihiro 
Yonezawa. “There is joy in deciding how to 
read each one, every panel sparkling with 
a sense of wonder.” 2 Though an aesthetic 
artists rarely attempted to emulate directly, its 
influence has been recognized by many of the 
field’s innovators, including premier gag manga 
artist Fujio Akatsuka; horror manga author 
Hideshi Hino; master of the prurient, Kazuichi 
Hanawa; and hetauma pioneers Terry Johnson 
( Teruhiko Yumura) and Takashi Nemoto. Even 
Tezuka has acknowledged appropriation of 
Sugiura’s comic gestures, making use of them 
in as prominent a place as Astro Boy — this 
in 1959, just as Sugiura’s popularity was 
beginning to wane.3

 Sugiura’s comeback began in earnest 
in 1969. He was sixty-one years old. Mushi 
Comics, the publishing wing of Tezuka’s 
animation studio, Mushi Pro, invited Sugiura 
to contribute to its line of paperback reprint 
editions of children’s manga from the recent 
past. The result was remakes of two ninja titles 
from the ’50s, Sarutobi Sasuke (1969) and 
Doron Chibimaru (1971). Sugiura’s first version 
of the former was done in 1953 for Shūeisha’s 
Omoshiro Manga Bunko (Fun Manga Library), 
a series of comicalizations of mainly world 
literary classics. At 124,000 copies, it had 
been one of the decade’s top-selling manga. 
The success spawned a mini-franchise: in the 
years that immediately followed, episodes were 
redrawn or new ones added for serialization in 
Omoshiro Book. Some of these were collected 
and published in 1956 as a sequel in the 
Omoshiro Manga Bunko. It too sold well: close 
to 60,000 copies.
 The story of the 1969 remake more 
or less follows those from the ’50s. The 
invincible young ninja “Monkey-flying” Sasuke 
strolls along premodern Japan’s highways, 
defeating the enemies of his patron Sanada 
Yukimura through a series of ever more absurd 
magical tricks. What has really changed is the 
drawing. It has been jazzed up with a mix of 
Sugiura’s older humor cartooning style and 

detailed copies of stills from American movies 
and “ten-cent” comic books, in both cases 
mainly Westerns and sci-fi, and mainly from 
the ’50s. The Cheyenne prepare to attack the 
Tokugawa. John Wayne and his Chisholm Trail 
riders have been recruited from Red River 
stills. The result, with its pasted-up look, 
bears a general resemblance to the collage 
principles of contemporary theatre poster 
design, the intercutting of live action and pop 
culture stills in New Wave cinema, and the 
pinboard aesthetic of early Pop Art. Sasuke 
also shared with them a distinct nostalgia for 
the pop culture of the recent past, specifically 
that of the postwar ’40s and ’50s, which had 
been in Japan, as in Pop’s country of origin, 
England, strongly defined by the encounter 
with American mass entertainment and the 
country’s utopian visions of consumer culture. 
The influence of Americana on the original 
Sasuke was very small. But when Sugiura went 
to remake the manga at the height of Pop Art’s 
golden age, it was as if this ’50s classic could 
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only be retold through an encounter with 
that era’s dime comics and Hollywood movies.
 If Mushi Comics revived the sleeping 
giant, it was former fans that made him 
feel young again. The boys that had 
gorged themselves on Sugiura manga as 
schoolchildren were now young men in their 
twenties and thirties. Some of them had 
become prominent artists in their own right, 
some editors and writers. When they set out 
to refashion magazine publishing in their own 
image, they sent for the king entertainer of 
their youth.
 Sugiura began to receive commissions 
from cool places. In 1970, Modern Comics 
(Gendai komikku), a manga magazine for 
young men, began serializing Sugiura’s 
Mifune, less a story and more a surrealistic 
montage of images —mainly movie stills and 
French and Japanese paintings from the early 
twentieth century — copied from the artist’s 
old scrapbooks, and reminiscent in style 
of the work of pop-surrealist painter Tiger 

Tateishi, once a child reader of Sugiura, now 
a personal friend. In 1971, Black Magazine 
( Kuro no techō), a heady literary and cultural 
periodical for the age of the lugubrious “cult 
film” and so-called “roman porno,” with 
special issues on subjects like humor noir, 
black magic, and the “aesthetics of rape,” 
hired Sugiura for a few joke strips, slightly 
dark, slightly dirty. In 1972, Fujio Akatsuka 
invited the sexagenarian to contribute to his 
own (short-lived) attempt at independent and 
experimental manga publishing, the monthly 
Manga No. 1, resulting in one remake of 
a work from the early ’50s and an array of 
surrealistic ghost and monster comedies. And 
in 1973–74, the recently founded Treasure 
Island (Takarajima ), a savvy pop culture 
magazine inspired partly by Rolling Stone and 
published by the same Shōbunsha that would 
put out Sugiura’s Mohicans, featured the 
artist’s characters on one of its covers and 
reprints of his manga in two of its issues.
 “It seems like there is going to be a 

Mifune  
(1970-74).
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Top:
JEssE Marsh, Tarzan 
No. 17 (September-October 1950).

Bottom:
The lasT of The Mohicans
(Shūeisha, 1953), page 60.

 As innovative during his comeback as 
he was, Sugiura also seems to have been a 
bit at sea. “I have completely lost interest in 
children’s comics,” he wrote in 1974, in a blurb 
at the back of Sugiura’s Mohicans. “I think I 
would like to draw an absurd ‘gag nonsense’ 
thing for young adults. I cannot quite put it 
into words, but the idea is a manga set in a 
totally unrecognizable time and place, with 
no attachment to any specific period, time, or 
region, with a story involving lots of strange 
people, monsters, and ghosts running around 
like mad. . . That’s the idea anyway, but . . . 
it’s not going so well . . .”5

 The ellipses notwithstanding, such manga 
he did make, and had been doing so for a 
couple of years. They were monstrosities born 
of nostalgia, inspired by the aforementioned 
scrapbooks the artist had been assembling 
since his youth. The earliest scrapbooks contain 
reproductions of the kind of artwork Sugiura had 
been interested in as a young man in the late 
’20s and early ’30s: canvases by painters like 
Maurice Utrillo, Henri Rousseau, and Yoshihiko 
Kumaoka. In subsequent volumes, the balance 
shifts to American comic books, picked up 
from used booksellers in the late ’40s and ’50s 
after being dumped on the Japanese market by 
American GIs.6 These clippings, and presumably 
a stash of intact magazines, had served as the 
artist’s idea bank since at least the early ’50s. 
It was to them that he returned to rejuvenate 
himself in the late ’60s.
 Characters, vehicles, landscapes, and even 
whole compositions from Star Spangled Comics, 
All Star Western, Tarzan, and Challengers of 
the Unknown ( to name just a few) are copied 
almost as-is in his manga, and not necessarily 
in ones that match the genre of their sources. 
One can almost see the trajectory of the 
artist’s postwar career in the transformations 
of single groupings of motifs. For example, 
since his childhood Sugiura had liked Tarzan, 
as mentioned in “Silent Movies.” There are 
some jungle and safari strips by him, and a few 
Boy Tarzan ones, before and immediately after 
the war. Naturally, Jesse Marsh’s art for Dell 
caught his eye. Raging pagan priestesses and 
Bara, Tarzan’s antelope steed, make perfect 

strange Sugiura boom,” worried childhood fan 
and manga artist Seiichi Hayashi in the pages 
of the alternative monthly Garo in 1970, a few 
months after Sasuke.4 He proved to be right. 
In a few years time, the old man, once popular, 
was hip. A decade later in 1985, his work even 
appeared in RAW, New York’s famed avant-
garde comics venue.
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sense in Sugiura’s lost world adventure 
Flying Saucer Z (Enban Z, 1952– 53). But 
appropriations from the same source had 
to be modified or generalized for use in the 
original edition of Mohicans, created soon 
after: Bara has been replaced by a moose, 
Tarzan by a surprised David Gamut. Identical 
and similar landscapes reappear in the 1969 
Sasuke, sitting on the page in a disconnected 
fashion and paired with wisecracking cartoon 
characters to further emphasize their alien 
origins. It was but a single step into the ’70s 
and nonnarrative collage. The scrapbooks 
were making Sugiura’s work a pastiche of 
scattered memories, where once assimilation 
had reigned.
 The major exception was Sugiura’s 
Mohicans. In 1973, the publisher Shōbunsha 
approached the artist to do a book. Inevitably 
they chose to revive another megahit from 
the ’50s. Sugiura had already been working 
on the new Mohicans, according to comics 
critic Kōsei Ono. What a coincidence, 
considering that Shōbunsha was putting out a 
number of books in these years on American 
society and pop culture —including, in the 
very same year as Mohicans, a collection 
of Ono’s writings on American comics.7 
Sugiura’s Mohicans too would be more than 

a remake. But unlike Sasuke, this parade 
through the past was focused. There are 
Marsh’s imagined African landscapes again, 
backing La Carabine Kid and the gang as they 
escape from Glens Falls (page 58), but not 
slapped on as in Sasuke in 1969. They are 
instead smoothly melded into Sugiura’s idea 
of the American wilderness, as they had been 
back in 1953.
 Distinct but integrated, this one part is 
typical of the whole. As such the work goes 
against the entropic narratives and pasted-up 
compositions that had become the artist’s 
working norm. The book is tighter and with 

Above left and right:
JEssE Marsh, Tarzan No. 17 (September-
October 1951), compare with page 58.
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this period on the model of Buster Keaton’s 
Go West (1925).10 It was this immersion in 
what Japanese refer to as the “nonsense” 
culture of the prewar period that led Sugiura to 
navigate the postwar flood of American culture 
as he did, with slapstick and spoofs.
 Though a fan of Westerns since the ’20s, 
it was not until after the war that Sugiura fully 
took on the genre, which is not surprising given 
the Occupation and the preeminence of the 
Western within the American mythos. The first 
related work appears to have been a nine-
panel strip for the September 1946 issue of 
Children’s Comics (Kodomo manga), regarded 
the first children’s manga magazine of postwar 
Japan. Sugiura’s piece, titled “When did that 
happen?” (“Itsu no ma ni yara”), is about an 
Indian boy who takes his pet puppy for a walk, 
coming home instead with a bear at the end of 
his leash. Had Sugiura been looking at “Little 
Hiawatha”? If so, he wasn’t the only artist who 
had turned to Walt Disney’s Comics and  Stories 
for ideas of how to create children’s comics for 
a new, more American-friendly Japan.
 In the spring of 1946, Sugiura began 
drawing for Shinseikaku, a small publishing 
house located in the Kanda district of central 
Tokyo run by the same Shōzō Suzuki who, later, 
as an editor at Shūeisha, would commission 
Sugiura to do Mohicans. It was for Shinseikaku 
that the artist drew most of his early postwar 
works, including his first full-blown Western. 
Sugiura recollected the occasion in an article 
from 1981. “Maybe it was from the Occupying 
military,” he wrote, “maybe it was just dumping 
of American goods, but if you went to Jinbochō 
in Kanda, the open-air street vendors had 
mountains of American magazines read and 
thrown away by the soldiers. It was an age of 
a single color: American. It was at that point 
that I decided to draw a Western to teach 
children a slice of American history.” 11

 He is referring to The Adventuresome 
Little Ben (Bōken benchan), a 128-page 
book published in November 1947. It begins 
Mohicans-like with a map of North America 
and a brief history of westward expansion of 
these “freedom-loving peoples.” The serious 
tone soon gives way to super heroics and 

momentum greater than anything else 
Sugiura produced in the ’70s, more sharply 
drawn and dramatic than anything he 
produced in the ’50s. If previous revivalist 
works, despite their experimentalism, had 
been coated in a slight film of dust, this time 
the aging artist reemerged from the past as if 
having been dipped in the fountain of youth.
 Why should that have been the case? 
What was it about Mohicans that inspired a 
different and more vigorous approach?

ii. go West

It had not been Sugiura’s idea to do a manga 
version of The Last of the Mohicans in 1953. 
The credit goes instead to Shōzō Suzuki, at the 
time an editor at Shūeisha and organizer of the 
aforementioned Omoshiro Manga Bunko, the 
series of comicalized classics that contained 
the best-selling Sasuke as well as the first 
Mohicans. Yet at that particular juncture, a 
spoof of American frontier fiction was hardly 
a departure for the artist.
 As “Silent Movies” illustrates, Sugiura 
had grown up on Hollywood, feeding weekly on 
silent serials and slapstick comedies, as on the 
print paraphernalia of glamour around them. 
One source states that his moviegoing began 
specifically in 1919.8 He also loved European 
and American cartooning, reprinted copiously 
in the pages of New Youth (Shin seinen), a 
major conduit for detective and mystery fiction 
in Japan, as well as for the lifestyles of the 
Gotham and Hollywood demimonde. Once 
Sugiura began drawing professionally in the 
early ’30s, many of his jokes and characters 
were based on the works of these cartoonists. 
He borrowed liberally from especially Otto 
Soglow, Milt Gross, Rudolph Dirks, and the 
Dane Storm P. (Robert Storm Petersen). 9 
The influence of movies also showed. Motifs 
from jungle and safari adventures (or their 
parody in comedy) appear often in his strips 
from this period, replete with Sambo-type 
characterizations and bumbling African savage 
jokes. And though I have never seen them, in 
an article from 1971 Sugiura claims to have 
created a number of one-off Western strips in 
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“WhEn did that haPPEn?” children’s coMics 
(Kawazu Shoten, September 1946). Gordon W. Prange 
Collection, University of Maryland Libraries.

Below:
The advenTuresoMe liTTle Ben (Shinseikaku, 1947), 
pages 120–121. Gordon W. Prange Collection, 
University of Maryland Libraries.
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stemmed. A number of the action scenes of 
The Adventuresome Little Ben, especially the 
fisticuffs and the shootouts, suggest American 
comic books or stills from movie magazines—
influences that would only grow stronger over 
time. The silver screen was bright, but its light 
registered most strongly upon Sugiura’s pages 
when filtered through other printed matter.
 Sugiura went on to create many more 
Westerns during the late Occupation period, 
many of them for Shinseikaku. In various 
statements on this period, Sugiura names 
large and respectable Hollywood productions 
as his primary inspiration. Accordingly, his 
two most famous titles in the genre, Bullet 
Tommy (Dangan tomii, 1950–54) and Pistol 
Boy (Pisutoru booi, 1951– 54), begin against 
the backdrop of the Indian Wars of John Ford’s 
cavalry trilogy and William A. Wellman’s Buffalo 
Bill. Yet it has also been argued that the artist 
was primarily interested in B movies, and 
indeed some of his comics seem to have been 
inspired directly by films like Tom Mix’s The 
Miracle Rider and Ken Maynard’s The Phantom 
Rancher. 13 His work certainly aims low, looking 
for laughs in physical humor and thrills in death-
defying stunts and gunplay. But remember that 
Sugiura once identified Go West as the spur for 
actually making Westerns: not the low-budget 
production, but rather the high-profile spoof was 
his starting point. And as is typical of the spoof, 
Sugiura’s Westerns, like his postwar manga 
in general, have a tenticular reach for all and 
sundry, dragging in things even beyond 
the home genre.
 What he latched onto most greedily were 
comics. Because these comics were diverse, 
one gets odd juxtapositions. It is not so 
surprising to find Little Lulu, Tubby, or Tuffy 
forming posses and filling out rodeo-side peanut 
galleries. Nor is to find the Katzenjammer Kids’ 
Mama hanging laundry on the line in front of 
a homestead. Such “ten-cent” comics of the 
humor variety might have been new to the 
Japanese in terms of format, but aesthetically 
they were continuous with forms of cartooning 
and comedy widely known in the country since 
the ’30s. In Pistol Boy, for example, Little 
Lulu is mixed in with a group that includes 

slapstick, following Ben (who would go on to 
star in many more manga for Shinseikaku) as he 
escorts a stagecoach across the deserts of New 
Mexico and Arizona against threats from white 
war profiteers and Geronimo’s Apaches. The 
basic idea for the story came from Hollywood. 
“As for Western films, I had seen tons of them 
since elementary school,” Sugiura explains in 
the same article as above. “Having seen The 
Covered Wagon I felt okay about pioneers, and 
because of The Vanishing American, also about 
the natives. In fact I felt downright confident, 
since I had seen Stagecoach the June before 
the war started, and Geronimo that July.” 12

 Though not the most reliable basis for 
teaching kids “a slice of American history,” 
this would become Sugiura’s working method: 
making manga that seemed more authentically 
part of the world they represented by maximizing 
detailed appropriations from related sources 
in mass entertainment. It was not just 
from the movies that Sugiura’s “learning” 

pisTol Boy 
(Nakamura Shoten, 1951).
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Popeye, Felix, Henry, and Betty Boop. Not 
all American comic books that entered 
Japan after the war were of this familiar 
sort, however. When Sugiura started swiping 
landscapes and action scenes from the 
leading Western titles from National Comics 
and Atlas — Western Comics, All American 
Western, All Star Western, The Lone Ranger, 
Two Gun Western— it opened up not only new 
ways of comics-making, but also various new 
connections between manga and the wider 
world of mass entertainment. The result was 
a uniquely complicated aesthetic.

iii. a Fine Mess

It’s worth taking time to describe this shift 
in some detail, since it strongly informs the 
shape of Sugiura’s revisitation of the ’50s 
in the present remake of Mohicans. Even in 
Sugiura’s writings and interviews, the early 
’50s seem to have marked a turning point 
for the artist. This cannot be chalked up 
simply to historical events like the Japanese 
surrender or the end of the Occupation, 
though the ultimate force of change arrived 
on the coattails of both. Note, for example, 
how he periodizes cinema. “Silent Movies” 
ends not with the introduction of sound, but 
with a leap into Buffalo Bill, made in 1944 
and released in Japan in 1950. This is not 
the artist’s only statement on moviegoing that 
trails off in the late Occupation period. Nor is 
it the only that speaks of silent and Golden 
Age pictures together. It probably helped 
that, even after the slackening of censorship 
and the liberalization of distribution in 1949, 
many of the American movies screened in 
occupied Japan had actually been made 
prior to 1945, some as early as the ’30s. 
Yet the continuity between the prewar and 
Occupation periods in Sugiura’s mind reached 
back as far as the ’20s, something that one 
can also see in his work.
 A very good example of this is the ten-
page “Fatty and Skinny” (“Debusan Yasesan”), 
published in Shinseikaku’s Children’s Book 
( Kodomo bukku ) in April 1951. One is 
surprised to discover in a handful of Sugiura’s 

works of the early postwar period, like this 
one, the appearance of Laurel and Hardy. 
Ollie, you might have noticed, cameos in 
Mohicans as the susceptible, overweight 
guardsman at the French fort (pages 42–4). 
In Pistol Boy in 1951 the duo plays a more 
prominent role as the titular hero’s hapless 
helping hands. “Fatty and Skinny” opens 
with Stan and Oliver trotting up to a cattle 
ranch and asking for work. Naturally, they 
make a mess of the job. They mount a horse 
using a ladder. They rope a cow by placing 
the loop around its neck by hand. Failures as 
cowboys, they plead to be kept on and are 
put in the kitchen, where their luck turns, 
but accidentally. When Hardy shakes a bottle 
of black pepper to loosen its contents, the 
pepper goes flying into the face of a thief, 
who had poked his head in through an open 
window. He sneezes, the window falls on his 
neck, and the ranch is rescued.
 During the Occupation, Sugiura often 
recycled jokes that he had first plied in short 
strips in the ’30s. If it is true that he created 
Western spoof strips in the ’30s, then "Fatty 
and Skinny" is another such case, for the 
basic premise of the manga, as well the 
ladder and roping gags, come from Keaton’s 
Go West. At the beginning of the work, Ollie 
sits on the rancher’s hat, flattening it into a 
grooved saucer resembling Keaton’s signature 
porkpie topper, which likewise sits rather than 
fits on the head. Note, for future purposes, 
how Sugiura is keeping alive gags invented by 
one of the masters of the silent era by having 
them reenacted by leading comedians of the 
early sound age, and this as late as 1951.
 When Sugiura recast Hardy in his 
Mohicans spoof, he was clearly thinking 
of this manga. On pages just previous, La 
Carabine Kid sneezes as the thief does, and 
pokes his head in through a kitchen window 
as the thief does. In 1953, the cook looks like 
a fattened version of the Japanese rakugo 
performer Hayashiya Sanpei. In 1973, he’s 
been redrawn as Popeye’s Wimpy— not the 
only time in Sugiura’s work in which real 
comedians and famous cartoon characters 
are treated as interchangeable. The French 
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magazine serials called for more economical 
lead men, ones whose characters did not require 
a new punch line every three panels. Like most 
of his contemporaries, Sugiura came to rely on 
invincible boy heroes like Little Ben or Bullet 
Tommy around whom, but rarely in whom, 
humor happens. They will make jokes. They will 
even make fun of themselves. But never do 
shortcomings in their own characters generate 
comedy. The laughter they inspire is mainly 
derisive, conducted physically through violence or 

guard’s accidental lock-opening on the following 
page might be out of character for Ollie ( it’s 
more like something Stan would do), yet it 
shows how Sugiura was still working with comic 
techniques— the serendipity of carelessness, 
in this case —made famous by the great comic 
actors of Hollywood whom he so admired.
 That said, Sugiura drew very few manga 
starring Keaton or Laurel and Hardy types. 
His shift in the late ’40s from short strips and 
children’s booklets to full-length books and 

“Fatty and skinny,” children’s Book 
(Shinseikaku, April 1951).

“Fatty and skinny,” children’s Book 
(Shinseikaku, April 1951).

The lasT of The Mohicans
(Shūeisha, 1953), page 40.
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verbally through epithets at the expense 
of the buffoons that endlessly cross their path, 
like the weak and idiot Mingos under the thumb 
of La Carabine Kid. Classic fools like Ollie were 
relegated to bit parts. Focused comedies like 
“Fatty and Skinny” practically disappear from 
Sugiura’s oeuvre.
 What was responsible for this shift? The 
last film mentioned in “Silent Movies” opened 
in Japan in 1950. Is it a coincidence that 
the vast majority of appropriated comic book 
imagery in Sugiura’s work comes from issues 
dating between 1950 and 1951, presumably 
dumped in large volume by exiting GIs as 
their withdrawal from Japan accelerated in 
the early 50s? He had already experimented 
with drawing characters with long legs and 
rectangular rather than circular bodies so that 
they better resembled white people in the 
movies. With these new comics, “foreignness” 
began to register in other ways. In an interview 
from 1988, Sugiura claimed that the main 
thing about American comics that caught his 
attention after the war was their distinctly 
non-Japanese way of rendering of space and 
volume: the clear division of foreground and 
background, stark contrasts between light 
and shadow, and the volumetric rendering of 
mass. 14 Such traits do indeed appear in his 
Westerns of the early ’50s, most obviously in 

Above:
alEx toth (pencils) and JoE giElla (inks), 
“Johnny thundEr,” all aMerican WesTern 
No. 116 (October-November 1950), 
compare also with page 107.

Below:
“BullEt toMMy," 
coMics and ficTion for Boys and girls 
(Shinseikaku, January 1952).
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of humor cartooning with which Sugiura began 
his career in the ’30s, and with which he would 
never really break. Sometimes juxtapositions of 
drawing style, and thus of comics genres, are 
pushed forward as the butt of explicit jokes, 
as they would be especially after 1969. But 
typically Sugiura’s work of the ’50s strikes 
a compromise. Heterogeneous sources are 
blended just enough that the off-kilter graphics 
establish a mildly giddy atmosphere within 
which are plied a less medium-specific stock 
of slapstick gags.
 It is important to see that the impact of 
adventure and action comics was two-tiered. 
Not only were their naturalistic drawing and 
dramatized compositions new in themselves as 
formal devices, creating a stark contrast with 
existing traditions of cartooning in Japan. They 
also presented a type of comics-making that 
reproduced some of the visual power of Golden 
Age Hollywood. This association is made most 
patently in 1951 in the beginning of the manga 
that would become Pistol Boy, when the 
images on a theater screen showing Tarzan, 
some of which are based on Jesse Marsh’s 
work, are rendered with heavy hatching, deep 
backgrounds, and in-your-face close-ups. 
However, unlike Tezuka and his acolytes during 
the ’50s (artists like Shōtarō Ishinomori, Takao 
Saitō, and Yoshihiro Tatsumi), Sugiura did 
not access the comics-movies connection to 
lead manga down a narrowly “cinematic” path 
of adapted camera work and editing. What 
the elder Sugiura did instead was not only 
expressive of his preferred genre of comedy, 
versus their interest in characterization, visual 
drama, and psychological suspense. It was 
also a product of his split relationship to the 
material. American entertainment, for Sugiura, 
was at once old and new.
 In 1993 he wrote: “After the war, ten-
cent comics dumped by the Occupation forces 
began circulating, right around the time I was 
finally able to write manga independently 
again. That cheap spangling color printing 
and that bold and lively drawing style really 
felt fresh. There were a number of outrageous 
but pointed ‘nonsense’ cartoons [nansensu 
manga] that I really liked, and went out 

title pages, where repoussoir compositions kick 
off chapters with narratively-packed tableaux. 
Yet the encounter involved much more than the 
old art historical cliché of the 3-D West arriving 
on the shores of the 2-D East.
 For example, Sugiura’s action sequences 
from this period are often enlivened by fighting 
men from “four-color” Westerns, especially 
All Star Western and All American Western. 
Hints for how to depict landscape, buildings, 
and clothing are also widely applied. Whole 
panels, in fact, are plucked and retooled for 
new narrative purposes. If such multiple usages 
of American comics are already evident in 
1950–51, by 1952–53 (the years and months 
just prior to the making of the first Mohicans) 
they have become quite pervasive, though not 
always noticeable as such to the uninformed 
eye. This is because in many manga, the 
distinguishing stylistic traits of American 
comics—their relative naturalism, their depth 
of field—have been assimilated to the tradition 

“BullEt toMMy: gEroniMo,” 
coMics and ficTion for Boys and girls
(Shinseikaku, January 1951),
insert furoku pamphlet.
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pisTol Boy 
(Nakamura Shoten, 1951).

searching for more. While reading them, I have 
this recollection of being reminded, for some 
reason, of the American movies I had seen when 
I was an elementary-school student.” 15

 Sugiura’s distinctive pastiche should thus be 
read as an attempt to square old with new as 
much as one aesthetic of comics-making with 
another. Given his cinephilia, it should probably 
further be understood as a process of attempted 
remediation, of imaginatively preserving forms 
of mass entertainment on the verge of eclipse 
by adapting them to those on the rise. Which 
is to say, his early postwar manga tried to keep 
humor cartooning alive within the new language 
of action comics. They tried to keep the gags 
and frenetic activity of his “Silent Movies” 
youth in motion by splicing them into the spatial 
dynamics of Golden Age Hollywood—tried to keep 
Oliver Hardy in work by finding him any old part, 
however small, in La Carabine Kid’s show. 
 It is indicative of this paradigm’s importance 
that, in the first work of his comeback ten years 
later, Sugiura should so exaggerate its terms. The 
old association between American movies and 
American comics returns in the 1969 Sasuke, 
but now presented with such diagrammatic 
clarity—sliding back and forth between copied 
film still, publicity photo, and “ten-cent” 
panel—as to almost split the manga between 
a traditional comic book and a collection of 
pen illustrations. Meanwhile, the old function 
of cartoon-styled characters, in lightly gibing 
the action and melodrama of the appropriated 
genres, becomes literally pedantic, with the 
ninja and his fellows expressing wonder at the 
sudden changes in graphic style, making direct 
fun of the very fact of appropriation.
 As stated above, Shigeru Sugiura’s 
Mohicans builds on this aesthetic. Yet in its 
relative stylistic integrity, it also seems to have 
been a concerted attempt to get back to where 
the artist had left off in the late ’50s with a 
balance and synergy between divergent styles. 
It was thus a return not just to a specific title 
from the ’50s, but more generally to the spirit of 
making comics in that crucial era when manga 
was turned upside down by its encounter with 
the American comic book.pisTol Boy 

(Nakamura Shoten, 1951).
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August 1942. The rest of the Leatherstocking 
Tales were issued by the end of the decade. 
In the United States and Japan both, the idea 
of “literary comics” had been consciously 
deployed as a way to bank on the popularity 
of the medium while avoiding the ire of its 
many detractors. While Classics Illustrated did 
get in trouble with anticomics crusaders in 
the late ’40s and early ’50s for unwholesome 
content, their loyalty to the spirit of the original 
text signified a real commitment to the idea of 
comicalized literature. In Japan, on other hand, 
the “classics” moniker on a manga’s cover ( in 
this case, as “meisaku”) was hardly a guarantee 
that its content would uplift, even less of faithful 
adaptation. Sugiura’s adaptations for Shūeisha 
argued strongly for the other extreme: the 
literary canon was ripe for absurdist spoof, 
moronic laughs, and crass bodily and racial 
humor. Not surprisingly, it was this lowbrow mix 
that sold best.
 Why Mohicans, and why so early in 
the series?
 First of all, with six years of working 
together, Suzuki knew Sugiura well, and knew 
Sugiura sold well. Sugiura was still drawing 

iV. Mohicans in Japan

In February 1953, Shōzō Suzuki was invited 
to rejoin Shōgakukan, a respected publisher 
of educational children’s books for whom he 
had worked previously before and during the 
war. His own publishing house, Shinseikaku, 
had done well with Sugiura’s work since their 
first collaboration in 1946. But like many 
publishers of a similarly small size, the weight 
of deflationary policies instituted by the so-
called Dodge Line in 1949 made business 
increasingly difficult. Shinseikaku finally folded 
at the end of 1953, yet Suzuki and Sugiura’s 
working relationship would remain robust. 16

 At Shōgakukan, Suzuki was put in charge 
of publishing at both the parent company 
and its affiliate Shūeisha, where the goal 
was a middle road between edification and 
entertainment. One of his first projects at 
Shūeisha was also one of his most successful: 
the aforementioned Omoshiro Manga Bunko 
series of adaptations of world literature, and 
later of inspiring real-life stories and uplifting 
radio and television programs, totaling 198 
volumes before its termination in 1959. 
Sugiura’s original Mohicans was the second 
book in the series, sandwiched in between 
other artists’ versions of the Chinese epic 
Romance of the Three Kingdoms and Louisa 
May Alcott’s Little Women. All three were 
published simultaneously in July of 1953. 
Though subsequently outstripped by Sarutobi 
Sasuke ( Vol. 21, December 1953), Mohicans 
still sold briskly: 70,000 copies over multiple 
printings. His third book in the series, Taikōki 
( Vol. 53, August 1954), a comic rendition 
of sixteenth-century warlord Hideyoshi’s 
hagiography, sold 75,000 copies.
 On general description alone, one might 
be tempted to compare the Omoshiro Manga 
Bunko to the “world’s best-selling juvenile 
magazine,” Classics Illustrated, likewise a 
series of comicalized literary classics. Begun 
in New York in 1941, its stated aim was 
“to create an active interest in those great 
masterpieces and to instill a desire to read 
the original text.” 17 The Last of Mohicans 
had been one of its earliest issues: No. 4, 
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for Shinseikaku at the inauguration of the 
Omoshiro Manga Bunko. If the editor wanted 
the artist for his new Shūeisha venture, it 
would have to be for something workable within 
Sugiura’s singular but single-minded focus on 
slapstick adventure, as well as his obsession 
with the American frontier. What other literary 
classic would have fit that bill and been a 
recognizable name at the same time?
 The Last of the Mohicans was known 
in Japan, but not necessarily as Cooper’s 
Mohicans. Older Japanese would have been 
familiar with the Hollywood adaptations from 
before the war, as Sugiura states he was 
in “Silent Movies.” He mentions specifically 
Maurice Tourneur and Clarence Brown’s silent 
film of 1920, but there is reason to believe 
that he had in mind a more recent and bigger 
budget version while drawing the original edition 
for Shūeisha. Neither in Cooper’s novel nor 
in Tourneur and Brown’s film does Hawkeye 
destroy the Mingos’ canoes by hacking 
holes in their bottoms. Nor do the Mingos 
marshal a battering ram against the fort’s 
gate and then rampage inside. Both scenes 
do feature in George B. Seitz’s Mohicans of 

Opposite page:
The lasT of The Mohicans, 
adapted by Aisei Nomura, illustrated by 
Teruya Yamamoto, World Classics Collection, 
Vol. 42 (Kōdansha, 1942).

Above left:
“thE last oF thE Mohicans,” 
adapted by Shigeki Konishi, illustrated by Asoo Koga, 
shōnen cluB (August 1954).

Above right: 
The lasT of The Mohicans, 
adapted by Ryūichi Kajiki, illustrated by Shigeru 
Komatsuzaki (Shin-shōkokuminsha, 1948). 
National Diet Library, Tokyo.

1936. That version was popular enough to 
warrant publication of a bilingual edition of 
the script in Tokyo in 1937, hinting at how 
love of Hollywood could underwrite English 
language study even before 1945. In the ’30s 
and early ’40s, there are a couple books on 
American literature and the American people 
with chapters on Cooper—but just a couple. 
Which is to say that years before Mohicans 
was marketed as a world literary classic in 
Japan, it was already well entrenched in its 
bowdlerized versions as mass entertainment 
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Japanese boys in the ’20s and ’30s. The two 
often went together in Japanese editions of 
Mohicans, as they frequently did in fiction for 
boys in the early postwar period, such that 
Hawkeye “the pioneer” could be simultaneously 
touted as an embodiment of the American 
frontier spirit and a paragon of manliness in 
terms reminiscent of Japanese fighting patriots 
of the ’30s. In the last of these adaptations 
(Shōnen Club, 1954), one even finds Imperial 
Age motifs of blood and soil pressed into the 
service of postwar Americanism: “Once winter 
had passed over the upper reaches of the 
Hudson, and spring had arrived, the old chief 
passed away. The valorous and noble bloodline 
of the Mohicans had come to an end, but to this 
day, the blood of justice that had soaked the 
forest’s grasses in red continues to flow warmly 
through the hearts of many people in America, 
that nation of freedom.” 19

 Sugiura obviously did not share these 
pieties, but that is not to say that his version was 
unrelated to these others. If Uncas and Hawkeye 
are boys, it is because Sugiura drew for children 
and because Mohicans was circulating at the 
time exclusively as juvenile fiction. If his book’s 
afterword speaks of Cooper’s “great novel” as 

in the American mode. In fact, there does not 
seem to have been any Japanese translations 
of the novel itself prior to the Occupation.
 When those translations did begin to 
appear in the late ’40s, all of them were for 
a young audience, and primarily a male one. 
There were at least five between 1948 and 
1954, comprising two highly abridged magazine 
versions, two book-length condensations, 
and one hardcover slipcase edition from 
Kōdansha in October 1952, published as part 
of its juvenile World Classics Collection (Sekai 
Meisaku Zenshū ). 18 If Sugiura actually read the 
novel, odds are that it was this 300-plus-page 
Kōdansha version.
 These Japanese Mohicans are products 
of their age one and all, shaped heavily by the 
mores of the era’s juvenile prose publishing. 
They are hedged in on one side by the 
sycophantic Americanism of the Occupation 
period, with forewords and postscripts that 
promote “the American spirit” as a national 
and personal ideal. On the other side, by the 
moralizing mission of the old “passion novel” 
(nekketsu shōsetsu), a popular genre of juvenile 
bildungsroman designed to build moral 
character and bolster patriotism amongst 
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Opposite page left:
Man’ichi kaWada, 
The lasT of The Mohicans 
(Akebono Shuppan, 1953). 
Osaka Prefectural Central Library.

Opposite page right:
Man’ichi kaWada, 
The lasT of The Mohicans 
(Akebono Shuppan, 1953), page 25. 
Osaka Prefectural Central Library.

an expression of “that courageous philosophy 
and sentiment born of America’s frontier 
lifestyle,” it is because its publication too was 
designed to capitalize on Japanese children’s 
fascination with the Occupier’s history and 
mythology. 20 And if Sugiura’s manga tends 
to drift radically westward, it is not because 
he alone was confused about America’s 
geography and indigenous peoples. Some of 
the illustrations of the Kōdansha translation 
are based closely on N. C. Wyeth’s oils for the 
luxury Scribner edition of 1919. So, potentially, 
are Shigeru Komatsuzaki’s interior drawings 
for the Shin-shōkokuminsha edition of 1948. 
Meanwhile, the same book’s cover shows 
the “Mohicans” riding horses beneath rock 
outcroppings that are unlikely to be found 
between the Hudson and Ohio —not unlike 
Sugiura’s transformation of the Delawares into 
horse-riding Plains Indians.
 The top prize of misvisualization, however, 
goes to a comic book. Curiously, the only 
other manga adaptation of Mohicans that I 
have been able to identify was published in 
the same month as Sugiura’s version, in July 
of 1953, as part of Akebono Publishing’s own 
World Classics Manga Library (Sekai Meisaku 

Manga Bunko). When Suzuki wrote in 1988 
that the idea for Shūeisha’s comics classics 
came from “well-selling World Classics Manga 
series from small and middle-sized publishers,” 
he was likely referring to projects like this. 21 
This version actually does deserve the name 
“comics classic,” for, unlike Sugiura, its artist, 
Man’ichi Kawada (better known as a prolific 
author of rental kashihon manga in the late ’50s 
and ’60s), is faithful to both the story and tone 
of Cooper—at least as it was known in Japan, 
minus all the belletristic descriptions 
and pompous discoursing.
 It is thus all the more ironic that Kawada’s 
costumes are so far off the mark. The “British 
scout” Hawkeye is dressed like a cowboy. Major 
Duncan dons a US Cavalry uniform. The Indians, 
meanwhile, sport neither breechclouts nor the 
usual tuft or queue-type hairstyles. It is unlikely 
that one would have read the text so closely yet 
ignored illustrations or descriptions of dress so 
completely. Ergo, Kawada probably worked from 
a script written by someone else, and relied on 
Hollywood Westerns or comic books to provide 
the visuals—and probably a little on Tezuka’s 
Jungle Emperor ( Janguru taitei, 1950–54), for 
now there are monkeys in Cooper’s forest.

Left:
The lasT of The Mohicans 
(Shūeisha, 1953), page 68.
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as to suggest that Sugiura had approached 
Mohicans not as a literary dramatization of a 
specific place and time, but as a kind of urtext 
of the American Frontier. Nowhere in his Wild 
West works, which depart primarily from the 
movies, is the compass so expansive. Nowhere 
would America be so filled with “natives”—a 
feature that might be explained through the 
date of Cooper’s pre-Jacksonian setting, but 
which I suspect has deeper underpinnings.23

V. the First of his Mohicans

If Sugiura worked by improvisation rather 
than plan, the process was not generally 
autonomous, with the drawing and jokes of 
one panel themselves alone suggesting what 
should come next. When his pen veered from 
Cooper’s text, it was largely on paths set out 
by his previous manga and his American comic 
book collection. Sugiura’s Mohicans is half 
adaptation and spoof, half “ten-cent” collage 
motivated by narrative. That the first version 

 Sugiura’s confusion seems deliberate by 
comparison. There is a grab-bag quality to 
his rendition, a pastiche of anything signifying 
“Indian” and “American frontier” outside the 
Wild West. But the pastiche seems too extreme 
to not be intended. It is hard to believe that an 
artist who, after creating hundreds of pages of 
manga Westerns, would set aside the Apache 
Wars, stagecoaches, and shining cowboy-types 
that he had exploited for years, then go out and 
make an earnest attempt at putting Hawkeye, 
the Mohicans, and the Mingos in proper clothes 
and hairdos; it is hard to believe that such an 
artist would drift so far from the story and its 
geographical setting without knowing what he 
was doing. Sugiura approached Cooper’s novel 
as he did other texts: as a launch pad for his 
own comical excursions and a home base to 
return to maintain some semblance of a plotted 
narrative. In 1971, Sugiura wrote the following 
about his working method: “My Westerns, 
like the rest of my work, are irresponsible and 
nonsensical, conceived and drawn on the spot. 
Gags that aren’t even allowed to sprout, without 
even the roughest pencil sketches, barreling 
straight into inking. If in the morning my pen 
marches in step to one concrete story idea, it’s 
off in a totally different direction after lunch . . . 
that’s often how things go.” 22 This is no recipe 
for any adaptation worth the name, let alone 
one of a literary classic. Yet it seems to have 
been precisely how Mohicans was made.
 Sugiura is less trustworthy than even 
Magua. In the 1953 original and 1974 remake 
alike, he leads the protagonists so far from 
Cooper’s designated course as to make the 
story unrecognizable in parts. He tomahawks 
many of the novel’s most important scenes, 
ambushes others with slapstick and comic 
asides, and embeds many episodes of his own 
fabrication. The graphics too suggest planned 
sabotage. The woodsman’s forests, women 
armed (in the 1953 version) as if against an 
Indian raid upon a wagon circle, the French 
dressed as Pilgrims, perilous horse riding 
through infested ravines, landscapes stretching 
from the Hudson Valley to Monument Valley, 
Indian costumes and customs from literally 
coast to coast—the references are so varied 

FrEd harMan, red ryder
No. 87 (October 1950).
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(August-September 1950), 
compare also with page 112.

was composed in such a way, however, 
is not always readily apparent.
 The genre of the “comic classics” in Japan, 
as in the United States, was marketed widely 
to children of elementary and low middle-
school age. But judging from the art and 
simplicity of the language, and seeing that the 
ads for Shōgakukan’s array of grade-specific 
magazines in the back pages of most volumes 
of the Omoshiro Manga Bunko go down as far 
as first grade and kindergarten, one suspects 
that Japanese readers for “comics classics” 
were generally younger. Sugiura seems to have 
modified his drawing for this audience, opting 
in Mohicans, as in his other Omoshiro Manga 
Bunko books, for a style that is tighter, more 
compact, and relatively more homogenous 
than what one finds in his Shinseikaku work. 
As a side effect of this integration, the artist’s 
extensive sourcing from American comics 
becomes almost invisible, in most cases 
perceptible only in retrospect, once you know 
his sources through their overt copying in 
subsequent manga.
 Appropriation starts with the cover. 
Fred Harman’s Red Ryder seems to have 
been a favorite of Japanese artists in the 
late ’40s and early ’50s. The mixed manga–
emonogatari Westerns of Shichima Sakai 
( Tezuka’s collaborator on the seminal New 
Treasure Island of 1946–47) pull heavily 
from that popular cowboy title. The renowned 
emonogatari author Shigeru Komatsuzaki, 
named earlier as illustrator for a Mohicans 
edition in 1948, adapted a number of the Little 
Beaver stories—about Red Ryder’s young 
Navajo sidekick—for Kōdansha’s Kids Book 
(Yōnen bukku) in 1952. For the cover of one 
insert furoku in the series (September 1952), 
he has copied almost exactly the painting on 
the front of Red Ryder No. 87 (October 1950). 
Strangely enough, it was the very same image 
that Sugiura took, converted into his own style, 
and put on the face of his Mohicans, a later 
rendering of which has been used on the cover 
of the present edition.
 Reappearing in Hawkeye territory are 
also many of the comic books Sugiura had 
used while crafting Bullet Tommy and Pistol 

Bottom:
The lasT of The Mohicans
(Shūeisha, 1953), page 77.
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 One might assume the inspiration of 
Boone material on the basis of costume alone. 
After all, La Carabine Kid wears a coonskin 
cap, as Boone, like Davy Crockett, often did 
in popular representations, but as Hawkeye 
does not in the N. C. Wyeth– inspired brimmed 
and feather-trimmed article in some of the 
illustrated translations of Mohicans circulating 
in Japan after the war. More to the point, the 
name “Boone” is given to the son of the chief 
of the Delawares.
 Sugiura could have easily culled such things 
from the movies, though it seems the primary 
visual matrix was provided by Tomahawk, 
a Boone-type hero first appearing in Star 
Spangled Comics (National Comics) between 
1947 and 1951, initially as a supporting title 
to “Robin, the Boy Wonder,” before graduating 
to the magazine’s cover in late 1949, popular 
enough to gain his own magazine the following 
year. This “Tom Hawk” was a Revolutionary 
Era frontier woodsman, working with his sidekick 
and young doppelganger, Dan Hunter, as a 
kind of free field agent for George Washington, 
smuggling supplies across British lines, 
foiling traitors to the Revolutionary cause, 
speaking wisdom to Indians inflamed by wrong 
understanding, and the like. According to 
National promotional copy from 1951, he was a 
“symbol of the restless frontier . . . the struggle 
of our fathers against implacable nature—and 
against evil men, white and red, who strove to 
stem the tide of civilization.” 24

 Strident rhetoric aside, Tomahawk was 
essentially a peacekeeper. He was no Indian-
chastising pioneer like the racist Boone or 
Crockett of popular imagination, nor is he the 
poet and acolyte of nature à la the literary 
Hawkeye. When not fighting directly for 
American independence, Tomahawk and Dan 
Hunter were, like the standard superhero duos, 
defending justice and reason in an untamed 
world. The comic book was good for Cold War 
America: it put the frontier mythos to work in 
support of the image of America as a necessary 
and positive police force, the sole guarantors of 
“liberty” and “civilization” in the post–World War 
II wilderness. By projecting this back into the 
Revolution, it made it seem like this was what 
America and Americans had been born to do.

Boy for Shinseikaku. For example, when 
La Carabine Kid pounces on a Mohican in 
what is the original inspiration for the battle 
scene on page 75, he is reenacting Johnny 
Thunder’s assault on a Cheyenne warrior on 
the cover of All American Western No. 115 
(August–September 1950). When the Mingos 
do their war dance, it is probably on the 
model of the cover of All Star Western No. 58 
(April –May 1951). And when La Carabine Kid 
has boulders dropped on him by the Mingos 
above, he is able to dodge death because he 
has learned outstanding horsemanship from 
one of the Trigger Twins in All Star Western No. 
61 (October–November 1951). Indeed, on a 
number of occasions, Sugiura seems to have 
modeled his horses on those in National’s 
Westerns, indicating that not only did he study 
American comics for more dynamic ways to 
render action but also for authentic-looking 
depictions of culture and more accurate 
representation of life.
 Accuracy and authenticity: the two are 
not the same. And in matters of geography 
and Indian custom, Sugiura mainly went for the 
latter, resulting in gross inaccuracies of both. 
Still, he did make a concerted effort to seek 
out sources of imagery that offered something 
closer to the people and places of Mohicans. 
There is no evidence that Sugiura knew of the 
adaptations of Mohicans in American comic 
books at the time of either the original manga 
or the remake, including the famous Classics 
Illustrated editions of 1942 and 1959. Where 
he turned instead was to comics inspired by 
the life and myth of Daniel Boone, the ultimate 
backwoods frontiersman—a fitting choice, 
for as is well known, the character of Natty 
Bumppo, as well as specific episodes from the 
Leatherstocking Tales like the abduction and 
pursuit of the girls in The Last of the Mohicans, 
were derived from the Boone hagiographies 
circulating as best sellers in Cooper’s time. 
Was Sugiura aware of this connection? Since 
he knew Mohicans imagery from the movies 
and, probably, from books, it would hardly 
have been a feat of intuition to guess a family 
relation behind the resemblance between the 
two backwoodsmen.
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 Still, National did not forego the opportunity 
of the soft touch. Since it was a comic book 
in an anticomics age, Tomahawk needed the 
backing of culture, and not just manliness and 
civilization. In one of the many public service 
ads found in National Comics from this period, 
Tomahawk manifests in a real-world library 
and turns a couple of teens on to the magic of 
reading by introducing them to Cooper’s novel. 
“If you like the Indian adventures I appear in,” 
he says, a copy of Mohicans in hand, “then 
take a look at this!”25 — though Tomahawk’s 
true roots were in the patriots and frontiersmen 
of the dime-novel tradition, and the moral and 
physical perfection of the comic book superhero. 
Yet even at the level of the artwork, the titled 
reached out to high culture. More than one 
cover of Star Spangled Comics and Tomahawk 
are directly inspired by Wyeth’s illustrations, 
the epitome of refinement in twentieth-century 
depictions of the backwoodsman type.
 He might not have known it, but in taking 
up Tomahawk and Dan Hunter as the models for 
his La Carabine Kid, Sugiura was thus plugging 
into a feedback loop created by the wide 
dissemination of Boone and Hawkeye types in 
American popular culture. He did not take the 
two buckskin heroes whole, however. Essentially, 
Sugiura lifted the Boone and Hawkeye out of 
Tomahawk, and cast aside the Liberty Boy. It 
was from this comic book that La Carabine Kid 
learned how to be the supreme backwoods 
super hero, capable of, say, using a sapling to 
catapult himself through the air and surprise his 
Indian foes by dropping down upon them with a 
weapon in each hand, or of blocking an Indian 
arrow with the butt of his rifle while racing by on 
a horse. It is from Tomahawk and Dan Hunter 
that Sugiura’s Hawkeye learned how to hold a 
rifle and kneel upon the forest floor in search of 
tracks. It is from Tomahawk too that La Carabine 
Kid got ideas for how to control American wildlife 
to his benefit—for example, setting off a buffalo 
stampede to disperse the silly Mingos, a scene 
which reappears in the remake and which was 
inspired by the cover of the January 1950 issue 
of Star Spangled Comics. So he learned lots 
from Tomahawk as a frontier action hero, but 
nowhere does La Carabine Kid speak or act in 
the name of America.

Vi. the lost World of the Mohicans

It is only natural that Sugiura invited 
Tomahawk into Mohicans. On the other hand, 
the appearance of compositions from Jesse 
Marsh’s Tarzan requires explaining. Marsh is 
not the strongest of American comic book 
influences on the 1953 Mohicans, but being 
the one that, setting-wise, seems most out of 
place, it might be the most revealing. 
 If Sugiura was obsessed with Westerns 
in these years, he was only a little less so 
with lost world adventures. For an artist with 
almost twenty years of black cannibal and 
cute kid Sambo jokes under his belt, and even 
more pages of comic adventures to the most 
remote jungles and hinterlands of the world, 
it’s not hard to imagine the general appeal of 
savage Indians in the Martian landscape of the 
Southwest. But the connection is even more 
specific than that.

“rEd BEan Bun radiation,” 
Manga king (Akita Shoten, 1955-56).
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alEx toth (pencils) and JoE giElla ( inks), 
all aMerican WesTern No. 116 (October-
November 1950), compare with page 55.

 In the years just preceding and just 
following his heyday of Westerns (1950–54), 
most of Sugiura’s output comprised of such 
exotic escapades. Some of his Westerns 
even began as such. Take Pistol Boy, for 
example, which commenced in 1951 as a 
serial titled Bread Bun Tarō (Coppepan tarō). 
The protagonist first gets the idea to become 
an adventurer while watching Tarzan in the 
cinema. He gets to Africa by parachuting 
out of a chartered flight, there helping Boy, 
Cheetah, and Tarzan outsmart tire-lipped 
savages, rabid baboons, and angry Arabs. 
Many of the beasts and settings come from 
Marsh, as do some of the more detailed 
renderings of African tribesmen. Likewise, 
just prior to Mohicans, Sugiura had finished 
Captain Kid (also known as Flying Saucer Z ) 
for Shinseikaku, his last work for the publisher. 
A universe-spanning adventure, it plunders 
Marsh’s artwork heavily. 
 Tarzan was clearly on Sugiura’s mind 
when he made Mohicans. Not only does he 
use a handful of Marsh’s panels, like the 
landscapes mentioned earlier in this essay. 
A number of the action scenes in the Tarzan 
film Bread Bun Tarō watches at the beginning, 
and a number of those that take place right 
after he lands in Africa, are recycled in the 
first dozen or so pages of Mohicans. Boy and 
Jane are tied to a stake, just as the Mohicans 
are. The African cannibals beat on drums 
and holler and dance around, exactly as the 
Indians do. Tarzan swings in from the trees to 
save them, as does La Carabine Kid. Later, a 
bloodthirsty savage aims his arrow at Bread 
Bun Tarō through the trees, as the Mingo 
does at La Carabine Kid. After Boy knocks 
him down, Cheetah violently beats him on his 
head, as “Chinga” ( in Sugiura’s abbreviation) 
does to the bear. The wigwam of Magua’s 
father is decorated with wooden masks in 
the fashion of Tarzan’s cabin. So, Man’ichi 
Kawada might have put Tezuka’s monkeys 
in Cooper’s forest; Sugiura did the inverse, 
populating Tarzan’s jungle with moose and 
Indians. The racial caricatures and exoticism 
translated easily from one uncivilized part of 
the world to another.

 If Sugiura’s interest in the American 
frontier thus grew out of a wider fascination 
with faraway and dangerous places, so too did 
it melt back into the universe of the strange 
and unknown after the Western’s heyday in 
Japan. In the mid 50s, Sugiura continued to 
make Westerns and jungle adventures, but 
increasingly his imagination took him even 
further afield, into outer space. The ultimate 
series that incorporated all of these territories 
was his Red Bean Bun Radiation ( Anpan 
hōshanō) f̄or Manga King (Manga-̄o) between 
1955 and 1956, a work that deserves 
recognition as an early expression of Pop 
Art aesthetics, dating to the years that the 
Independent Group in London was staging 
its pioneering inquiries into American 
mass culture.
 There’s not a place in Sugiura’s universe 
that the heroes of this manga do not go. 
Led by the Jerry Siegel– invented Robotman 
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Above:
Bread Bun Tarō 
(Nakamura Shoten, 1951).

Below:
The lasT of The Mohicans 
(Shūeisha, 1953),  page 6.

( taken from the same Star Spangled Comics 
as Tomahawk ), they blast though the tropical 
lands of Sugiura’s earliest postwar work, 
through the dinosaur-infested jungles of 
Marsh’s Tarzan, battling American B-movie 
aliens, before landing in their amoeba-shaped 
spaceship in “America’s north.” The chapters 
set there are directly inspired by the Mohicans 
of 1953, replete with La Carabine Kid’s tree-
catapulting and frantic canoe flights beneath 
boulder-tossing Indians. Visually, however, it 
looks more like the Mohicans of 1973–74, 
employing as it does some of the American 
comic book sources that Sugiura only used 
in that later version, and rendering many of 
them in that same pasted-on fashion that 
would become dominant in his work only after 
1969. Sugiura’s scrapbook-pinboard aesthetic 
seems to have coalesced here, at a few 
years’ distance from the Americanism of the 
Occupation period, at a point where inspirations 
from American comics and pop culture become 
so multiple as to be manageable only through 
episodic narrative, encyclopedic lost world 
settings, and collage.
 What does this overlapping of sources 
tell us about the Mohicans of 1953? That it 
was imbedded in postwar Japan’s obsession 
with America, of course. That it stood at 
a crossroads in Sugiura’s assimilation of 
American comics, also. That it represented a 
mixing of the genres Sugiura had loved since 
childhood—Tarzan, the Western, Hollywood 
comedy—not only. Let me point out that 
Sugiura’s first full-length book was produced 
specifically in support of the Japanese Empire. 
Titled Children’s South Seas (Kodomo nankai 
ki, 1942), it is partly an introduction to the 
peoples and lands of Japan’s colonies in the 
South Pacific, designed to stoke children’s 
fantasies of adventure in that contested part of 
the world. The artist’s fascination in the tropics 
might have begun with Elmo Lincoln in Kanda 
theaters in the ’20s, but it was not until this 
book that his interest expanded out from simple 
safari and savage jokes to the local details of 
the very lands in which they were ostensibly 
set. One might think such fantasies were put 
to death with the end of the war and Japan’s 
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(Nakamura Shoten, 1951).
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(Shūeisha, 1953), page 9.

loss of its colonies, but not so. During the 
Occupation period, treasure island and jungle 
stories flourished in comics and juvenile prose 
alike. Their popularity in manga had much to 
do with Tezuka’s success, but the continuing 
currency of Imperial fantasies of overseas 
adventure, subjugation, and expropriation is 
unmistakable.26 If the ground covered grew 
wider after the war, it was perhaps because 
there was no longer any actual colonial territory 
to limit the frontiers of the imagination.
 Sugiura might not have bought into the 
conservative moralizing and sycophantic 
Americanism of other postwar Mohicans 
adaptations. He might not have been a 
nationalist ideologue. However, that would not 
necessarily have stopped him from taking up 
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the frayed ends of Japanese imperialism 
and tying them off with the victor’s own national 
mythology. In the same way that Hawkeye could 
be both a ’30s-style patriot and a postwar 
American icon in juvenile prose, so part of the 
draw of the great untamed American frontier in 
Sugiura’s manga might have been its ability to 
keep alive, if only in fantasy, the excitement and 
wonder of Japanese empire — a ruined dream 
upon which the artist built elaborately ridiculous 
castles of tinsel and dimes.

Vii. the new Mohicans

When Sugiura redrew Mohicans, he not only 
recycled many of the American comic book 
motifs he had used in 1953. He returned directly 
to their sources. Since the modeling is, in the 
vast majority of cases, closer to the originals in 
the remake, clearly he had at his side not only 
a copy of the old Shūeisha edition, on which 
the story and most of the humor passages are 
based, but also the clippings and very comics 
that he had collected in the ’50s. A number of 
these comics had not been used in 1953, in a 
couple of cases because they had not yet been 
published, though some had appeared in manga 
created later in the ’50s. Marsh and Tarzan 
have become distant memories, hanging on 
as little more than landscape and established 
story structure, while at the same time Fred 
Ray and Alex Toth begin to emerge from behind 
Tomahawk and Johnny Thunder as artists with 
more or less defined aesthetics.
 Sugiura pulled from a wide variety of comic 

books. With covers, he could be quite gratuitous, 
swiping not just isolated motifs but entire 
compositions. With the artwork inside, he was 
typically more restrained, taking usually no more 
than a panel or two from a single issue. There 
was at least one comic book issue, however, 
that he looted from back to front: Indians No. 3 
(September 1950), from longtime pulp publisher 
Fiction House. As one would expect from the 
company’s credentials, Fiction House’s Western 
and Indian comics were some of the trashiest, 
with foxy cowgirls and native maidens in the 
tradition of Good Girl Art, and “Injuns,” with all 
that epithet signifies. From this fifty-two-page 
comic book, Sugiura borrowed, in 1973–74, 
from at least thirteen different panels, with some 
panels supplying more than one motif, and some 
motifs used more than once. They range from 
hostile Indian figures and Cora’s slinky walk and 
potentially some instances of her face to local 
details like totem poles, tom-toms, and the 
type of boat used by the Mingos in their night 
attack on East Fort. Some of the same figures 
and objects appear in his early ’50s Westerns, 
and some in the 1953 edition of Mohicans, but 
generally translated (especially in the latter ) into 
the rounded contours and compacted figures 
of the style that he reserved for manga for little 
kids from big publishers.
 If Indians No. 3 was the single comic 
book Sugiura’s Mohicans took the most from, 
Tomahawk seems to have been the series from 
which he took most widely and frequently. Just 
from the issues I have been able to access 
(about three-quarters of the total up to the early 
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’60s), he copied directly from at least eleven 
different issues of either Star Spangled Comics 
or Tomahawk proper, and again sometimes 
from the same book more than once —and this 
not counting images of a general resemblance, 
of which there are many. Some of the 
appropriated images used in the remake date 
to issues published after 1953, though none 
later than 1956. Evidently he kept collecting 
the title even after the immediate woodland 
demands of the original Shūeisha commission 
had passed, if just for a short time.
 It is only proper, then, that this time 
around, the comic book’s author, Fred Ray, 
gets his due as not just a provider of source 
material but an artist of significance in 
Sugiura’s career. He is best known for his 
covers for Superman and Action Comics during 
the ’40s, with his redesign of the hero’s outfit 
contributing to the Man of Steel’s classic 
form. But Ray, a serious student of American 
colonial and military history, was made for 
Tomahawk, which he drew from 1949 into the 
late ’60s, for almost its entire run. As early 
as 1939, he had illustrated a pamphlet about 
the Battle of Gettysburg. Both during and after 
his time with National, he was commissioned 
by various federal and state agencies to 
produce booklets about topics pertaining 
primarily to the American Revolution and Civil 
War. And while the stories of Tomahawk got 
ever more fantastic as the ’50s progressed—
incorporating colossal Indians, impossible 
steam-powered contraptions, and even a trip 
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Opposite page right:
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to the moon—in matters of local detail Ray 
remained fairly true to history. Or at least to 
what passed for historical documentation at 
the time, an issue especially in representations 
of Native Americans.
 We have already seen how Sugiura 
was completing a circle in 1953 by taking 
the Hawkeye-inspired Tomahawk and 
putting him into a Mohicans adaptation. In 
1973–74, he took a second descendant of 
the Leatherstocking family—the “renegade 
Indian” who betrays his own race or his white 
allies out of hurt pride or greed for personal 
gain—and brought him back home as well. 
In one of the more humorous appropriations, 
Sugiura has used for his rampaging Mingos on 
page 21 the cover of Star Spangled Comics 
No. 118 (July 1951), corresponding to a story 
titled “The Outlaw Indians.” As the story’s 
introduction explains, “They were reckless 
raiding braves, who, once banished from their 
own tribes for evil-doings, banded together 
and ruled unopposed. . . Nobody—Indian 
or white man—dared entered their domain, 
for capture—and death—was the ultimate 
end!” Tomahawk ends up engaging them in 
the course of helping a colonial agent capture 
animals for the London Zoo. Sugiura knew this 
issue in 1953, for already then does the Mingo 
chief have the fat head and colonial hat of 
Big Eater, Ray’s outlaw leader. Other panels 
from “The Outlaw Indians” were used in Red 
Bean Bun Radiation in 1955–56.
 We know that Sugiura had his hands on 
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Star Spangled Comics No. 120 (September 
1951) from the way La Carabine Kid jumps 
down on his foes from above in 1953, as he 
does in 1973–74. The cover story of that issue 
is “The Revenge of Raven Heart,” about an Erie 
Indian “banished at last from the tribes of his 
kin by the evil fruit of his pride, he lived like a 
beast of prey, his talents of might and cunning 
turned against all men.” Tomahawk takes it 
upon himself to locate the renegade and stop 
him from menacing his people. The story ends 
with Raven Heart falling Magua-like from a cliff, 
pushed by a swarm of ravens “whose name he 
bore in dishonor.” Many of Sugiura’s Mohican 
and Mingo depictions resemble this character 
generally. In the 1953 version, he has mixed 
the Erie chief, with his horned medicine man’s 
cap, in with the Mingo camp, setting him side 
by side with Big Eater. 27 In 1973, Sugiura 
returned to this story and lifted the entirety 
of its title page to begin the chapter titled 
“Magua’s Pursuit,” where the paradigmatic 
renegade is about to hurl a boulder at Uncas 

FrEd ray, “toMahaWk,” 
sTar spangled coMics No. 118
(July 1951), compare with page 21.

FrEd ray, “toMahaWk,” 
sTar spangled coMics No. 120 
(September 1951), compare with page 37.

and La Carabine Kid. This particular motif too 
had been used, in a highly simplified version, 
in Red Bean Bun Radiation, suggesting once 
again that this earlier work was in the back 
of the artist’s mind when he set out to do the 
Mohicans remake.
 These “renegade Indian” appropriations 
are mainly interesting from the perspective of 
Cooper’s novel and a history of its adaptation. 
Sugiura also engaged with the formal aspects of 
Ray’s aesthetic, attending specifically to what is 
often described as the American comic book’s 
greater “realism.” The essential point here is not 
whether Ray’s depictions were accurate in every 
detail, or whether Sugiura’s use of them (and 
those from other sources) was appropriate in 
the context of a Mohicans adaptation. A rigorous 
visual recreation of Cooper’s world was obviously 
not the goal. Back in 1953, Sugiura had probably 
recognized in Tomahawk enough of what he had 
seen in filmic versions of Mohicans before the 
war to justify the comic book's use in his own 
rendition. Emphasized in the 1973 remake is 
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not only the relative naturalism of American 
comic book illustration, but also the “studied” 
quality of historical titles like Tomahawk—that 
is, the close attention to heterogeneous detail 
that projects a high degree of authenticity. It is 
this authenticity that Sugiura mines, not Ray or 
other artists’ accuracy, which anyway Sugiura 
was hardly in a position to judge. If in the early 
postwar period he and other artists sometimes 
turned to American comics and movies to make 
their depictions of the “naked city” and the 
Wild West more convincing, now Sugiura takes 
a step back to draw attention to the excess of 
descriptive detail and jokingly overstates the 
effect that it has on viewers.
 To this end, it is appropriate that Sugiura 
reuses a trope toyed with in his first round 

of remakes in the late ’50s and exploited 
extensively in Sasuke in 1969. He has his 
characters, who, story-wise, should be totally 
at home in their surroundings, relate to the 
American landscape like foreign tourists. This 
can be felt in the brief encounter with the 
moose on page 31, or in the previous panel 
(and others like it) showing small figures 
passing through postcard-scaled landscapes. 
More explicit is the scene of the buffalo 
stampede on page 66, inspired by the cover 
of Star Spangled Comics No. 100 ( January 
1950). This image appears in 1953, as 
mentioned above. Some telling commentary 
has been added in 1973: one of the Mingos 
takes time to define “stampede” at this most 
inopportune moment when previously they 

FrEd ray, ToMahaWk 
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all just yelled for help. Or take La Carabine 
Kid’s surreptitious visit to the French fort. While 
passing through its mill and armory, he pauses to 
express a sense of wonder at the novelty of the 
sites, and this at a time when he should be as 
noiseless as a mouse. These interiors come from 
an episode in the May 1956 issue of Tomahawk 
in which the buckskin hero visits an “underground 
musket-ball factory” run by the American 
revolutionaries beneath a gristmill.
 The humor in these passages depends, 
first of all, on these being foreign scenes to 
a Japanese audience. But given the fact of 
appropriation from American comics, and 
explicit mention of movie Westerns in the 
case of the buffalo stampede, the joke could 
be more specifically about the relationship 
Japanese artists and readers have to American 
entertainment media. There are other moments 
in the manga where Sugiura refers to pop 
culture of the ’50s, typically reinforced with an 
announcement from one of his characters that 
such a reference has just been made. Should 
appropriations of comic book imagery be seen in 
the same way? Could it be that at such moments 
he was making fun of the fact that his own 
relationship to America, like those of the vast 
majority of Japanese, was strongly if not wholly 
shaped by the country’s entertainment, in which 
the effects of realism and its teeming, ostensibly 
historical particulars—the backdrop of Monument 
Valley, actual footage of buffalo herds and cattle 
drives, characters based on actual people, stories 
based on actual events, loud details of Indian 
ritual and dress, the kind of tasteful interior 
décor that Sugiura has reproduced for the British 
officers’ quarters—played no small part in the 
success of etching a particular vision of America 
upon moviegoers’ minds?
 If that sounds like an overstatement, 
remember that the manga was made for 
Shōbunsha, a publisher specializing in books 
about American culture and its circulation in 
Japan. Consider also Sugiura’s audience at 
this juncture. If the artist’s work had a wide 
audience of children in the ’50s, in the early 
’70s it had a narrower readership of young 
adults. It would have probably never occurred to 

FrEd ray, “toMahaWk,” 
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the former to read stylistic shifts and jarring 
juxtapositions of alien motifs as in themselves 
indicative of heterogeneous sources, let alone 
as commentary on processes of cultural 
encounter and assimilation. But once grown 
up, these same children would have brought a 
more mature set of eyes to Sugiura’s art. 
 In the afterword to Sugiura’s Mohicans, 
the artist says that he had “completely lost 
interest in children’s comics,” that he wanted 
to make something that adults could also 
enjoy. If jokes of appropriation have been 
amplified in 1973-74, it is thus presumably 
also in anticipation of there being someone 
who would perceive foreign source material 
as such. Sugiura sometimes in his writings 
speaks of “service” to his readers, primarily 
in reference to increasing slapstick gags 
and nonsense laughs for child fans.28 These 
explicit jokes of appropriation are also a kind 
of “service,” this time for a young but adult 
readership that had proved over the past half 

decade or so its particular affection for high 
degrees of self-parody and performativity in 
art, manga, film, theatre, and design. Even 
if the primary subject (the assimilation of 
American comics in postwar Japan) remained 
unperceived, these readers would have at least 
sensed Sugiura’s stylistic polyglot as tongue-
in-cheek cultural commentary in that vein.

Viii. ten-cent gekiga

How do these issues relate to the history 
of manga?
 On one of his many visits to the artist’s 
home in the ’70s, collector and writer Yotarō 
Shimazu recalls seeing the artwork for 
Mohicans on Sugiura’s desk. Asked about 
the new project, Sugiura described it as an 
attempt to update one of his classic children’s 
comics for an adult audience, mainly by 
incorporating more “realistic” graphics without 
drifting too far from the spirit of the original. 

takao saitō, “thE VallEy,” gorilla Magazine,
No. 26 (1964).
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heterogeneous graphic styles. But Sugiura 
also had his eye on something else: the past. 
 The drawing style and compositional 
techniques of gekiga had pulled widely from 
American movies and comics since the coining 
of the term in the mid-1950s, ranging from 
Yoshihiro Tatsumi’s interest in Batman and 
3-D comics in 1954–55 to Shigeru Mizuki’s 
plundering of horror titles after 1958, and Takao 
Saitō’s repeated return to American comics 
beginning in the mid-1950s with Batman and 
continuing into the ’60s with Westerns, then 
science fiction, and finally the new wave of 
Marvel superheroes. The first manga magazines 
specifically for college students and young 
working men that appeared in 1966–67 (in effect 
the first newsstand gekiga periodicals) similarly 
leaned heavily on American stag magazines and 
Harvey Kurtzmann and Jack Davis’s work for 
Mad, Help!, and Playboy. Non-American icons 
like James Bond and Barbarella were also part of 
the mix. In fact, in the late ’60s and early ’70s 
gekiga was so strongly associated with figurative 
styles, exaggerated action, and cinematic devices 
derived from artists like Jack Kirby, Alex Toth, and 
Jim Steranko (though very few Japanese would 
have known these names) that the term was 
often used as a synonym for “American comic 

The latter, apparently, he had been criticized 
for with his remake of Sasuke. “I think he put 
everything into that work,” says Shimazu, “he 
wagered his revival upon it.” As such, Sugiura’s 
Mohicans was a statement of the artist’s 
continuing relevance and vivacity in a world of 
comics radically changed from his home turf 
of the ’50s.29

 These so-called “realistic” touches 
are read by many Japanese in the style of 
contemporary gekiga, hyper-dramatized action 
comics for young men, like Takao Saitō’s 
Golgo 13 (Gorugo 13, 1968 –present ), Kazuo 
Koike and Gōseki Kojima’s Lone Wolf and Cub 
(Kozure ōkami, 1970–76 ), and Sōji Yamakawa 
and Noboru Kawasaki’s Isamu, The Wasteland 
Kid (Kōya no shōnen Isamu, 1971–74), to 
name just three of the genre’s most popular 
titles from the time of Mohicans’s creation. 
Granted, the parody of “gekiga-style” was 
not uncommon in this period. Gag manga 
authors like Fujio Akatsuka and Tarō Minamoto 
often made fun of the genre by exaggerating 
its bombast and melodrama to ridiculous 
extremes, and shuttling back and forth 
between cartoonish and naturalistic modes. 
Sugiura’s Mohicans does bear a resemblance 
to these gekiga parodies in its juxtaposition of 
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book style.” Nonetheless, out of disinterest or 
ignorance, the parodies of gekiga circa 1970 
hardly ever make a point of this. Their gekiga is 
the sex, super violence, and histrionic emotion 
of manga for young men, with some reference 
to the endless legs of white divas and pistol-
toting masculinity of white playboy agents, 
but rarely to the American comic books that 
underwrote the genre.
 Not so with Sugiura. If his humor is 
relatively less pedantic, it is because he is 
dealing with something more complex. The 
so-called “realistic” panels of Mohicans 
are essentially double-voiced, addressing 

contemporary gekiga while also speaking to 
the emergence of modern manga within the 
Americanized environment of the early postwar 
period. That the work is not typically seen in 
this fashion is partly due to the fact that while 
many artists in the early postwar period read 
and copied American comics, few Japanese 
children consumed them seriously. When 
these children—some of whom were born in 
the late ’30s and during the war, but mainly 
postwar baby boomers—grew up to become 
gekiga readers in the ’60s, they thus only 
recognized the American stylistic influence 
generally in Sugiura’s work, sometimes merging 
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coincidence that Toth was stationed in Japan 
as an army artist between 1954–55—the 
years of gekiga’s incipience—the resemblance 
mature gekiga bears to his work is no 
accident. Takao Saitō and Noboru Kawasaki, 
for example, were serious students of Toth-
inspired Westerns from the late ’50s and early 
’60s, just at the point that gekiga was moving 
into the mainstream of shōnen manga and 
newsstand magazine publishing.
 Sugiura no doubt recognized the 
connection. No doubt, I say, because he has 
decided to loudly make a point of such “gekiga-
esque” passages in the second Mohicans as 
he did not in the first. You might recall the 
absurd sequence in which La Carabine Kid 
catapults himself by tree into the thick of the 
fighting, firing upon his enemies with a revolver 
while zooming laterally through the air (pages 
62–3). “BAM!” it says in “ten-cent” English at 
the end, and indeed the entirety of La Carabine 
Kid’s flight, including the culminating sound 
effect, comes from America. The top register 
of the first page has been transferred from 
“The Brave Who Hunted Tomahawk” in Star 
Spangled Comics No. 107 (August 1950), 
a story that Sugiura mined repeatedly and 
extensively. On the second page, Sugiura has 
gone out of the way to piece together various 
Toth panels to create an integrated whole. The 
first panel probably comes from a scene in All 
American Western No. 120 (June–July 1951) 
in which Johnny Thunder has been shot and 
is falling from a moving stagecoach. The final 
panel has been pulled from the very next issue 
of All American Western, No. 121 (August–
September 1951), this time from a scene in 
which Thunder has fallen from his horse and 
is being dragged with his foot caught in the 
stirrup, while nonetheless managing to pop 
his assailants hiding behind rocks some yards 
away. The left two panels come from a different 
Toth title, “ The Roving Ranger” in All Star 
Western No.61 (October– November 1951), 
in this case a two-page story that narrates 
nothing more than the acrobatic lawman’s 
escape from his would-be executioners by 
plunging over a cliff, rebounding from a branch, 

it with prose illustration and emonogatari. 
One can hardly fault them: only the rare and 
exceptionally obsessed reader brings a level 
of interest to artwork comparable to that of 
an artist studying the same object for the 
purposes of developing his or her own practice. 
And besides, American comic books (being 
in a foreign language, with narrow and largely 
informal distribution) were simply not part of 
general readers’ experience. If understood 
narrowly as a work addressing the postwar 
assimilation of American comics, Sugiura’s 
Mohicans ends up as an elaborate and esoteric 
joke for a very narrow audience: the artist 
himself and those with at least a general inkling 
of his sources. But because of the intertwined 
multinational art history of manga form—
because “gekiga” could be legitimately used in 
some cases as a synonym for “American comic 
book style”— the humor of Mohicans strikes a 
popular chord.
 Where this particularly comes out is in 
his swipes from one of the giants of American 
comic book history, Alex Toth—whose name, 
again, he probably did not know. Sugiura had 
already used Toth’s work from All American 
Western and All Star Western in the original 
edition of Mohicans, as he had in various 
Western titles from the ’50s. Typically these 
are incidental motifs of Indian custom and 
dress and Southwestern landscape, or gunman 
heroics. The number of horse-riding panels 
modeled on drawings from those titles suggest 
that Sugiura recognized Toth also as a master 
of animal and human physiognomy. More 
important in the context of contemporary 
gekiga, however, is Toth’s dramatic visual 
staging of characters and action. He put 
repoussoir to powerful compositional effect, 
creating entire narratives of suspense in 
single large scenes. His breakdowns are 
dramatically animated through surprising 
sightlines, fragmented details, and abstracting 
close-ups. It all bears a close resemblance 
to the language of “cinematic techniques” 
that early gekiga artists were exploring in the 
age of rental kashihon manga of the ’50s and 
early ’60s. And while it is probably a strange 
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and pumping them full of lead while flying 
at them upside down. Incredible gymnastics 
rendered from unconventional angles are 
not uncommon in Toth’s work, but this one is 
exceptionally over the top. 
 There was often a slight touch of play 
even in Saitō and Kawasaki’s earnest Toth-
esque Westerns, in recognition that the 
extreme stylizations of action and masculinity 
in the Western often border on the comical. 
But here we have a different kind of mining 
of humor in the Western. How hard is it to 
imagine Buster Keaton in those ridiculous 
inverted poses, vaulted through the air by some 
potentially catastrophic force, yet vanquishing 
the bad guys nonetheless at the very end of 
an impossibly fortuitous chain reaction? Is this 
the American comic book hero as interpreted 
through the finales of Sherlock Jr. or Go West? 
If the gekiga side of Sugiura’s “gekiga parody” 
has a foot and a half in American comics, so 
perhaps the parody side of the same still had a 
few of its toes in “Silent Movies.”
 What, in a phrase, to call Sugiura’s 
“All American” Mohicans? If this work is not 
only a remake of a manga from the ’50s, but 
more generally an expression of what it meant 
to make manga in that decade, then its humor 

should also be read in that direction. Might it 
not be described as a “comedy of contact,” 
a campy recreation of that era in which Japan 
was invaded by American comic books and 
entertainment, spotlighting the awkward but 
pleasurable process of assimilating the codes 
of a foreign culture as one’s own? It is telling 
that gekiga-esque elements are present in 
neither of the works that should be seen as 
the origin points for the humor and visuals 
of Sugiura’s Mohicans—Red Bean Bun 
Radiation (1955–56) and the Sasuke 
remake (1969). Contemporary manga might 
have been an influence upon the present 
manga, but I suspect nostalgia was the 
greater creative spur.
 A reader will derive his or her own 
pleasures from Shigeru Sugiura’s The Last 
of the Mohicans. As for the sixty-five-year-old 
artist, the energy he mustered for the book 
must have stemmed, at least in part, from the 
sheer joy he felt in reliving that earlier, ticklish 
era of first contact.

Unless otherwise attributed, 
all images © Shigeru Sugiura.

alEx toth (pencils) and sy Barry ( inks), 
“Johnny thundEr,”  all aMerican WesTern No. 121 
(August– September 1951), compare with page 63.
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